Terms & conditions casino bonus
GoldenNugget Online casino New Jersey

These are the terms and conditions for GoldenNugget Casino's first deposit bonus. To read
more about GoldenNugget visit our GoldenNugget Casino NJ review.

Q: What do I have to do to benefit from this promotion?
A: Claim the offer from Available Bonuses and deposit $30 or more to receive the instant
bonus.
Q: When do I get my bonus?
A: Your Deposit Match will be credited instantly and 200 Free Spins on 88 Fortunes
Megaways will be available immediately to claim in the game.
Q: How many times can I claim an offer?
A: You may only claim the offer once.
Eligibility
The Deposit Bonus is available to all verified registered players of GoldenNuggetCasino.com
making their first deposit into their real-money account during the promotional period.
Players must be 21 or older, have a valid and active GoldenNuggetCasino.com account and
be a patron in a state in which Golden Nugget Online Casino operates in order to be eligible.
Players must claim the offer from Available Bonuses and make a minimum deposit of $30 to
be eligible to receive the welcome offer.
Players have to make their first deposit on GoldenNuggetCasino.com
Players are eligible for only one First Deposit Bonus Match.
Bonus offer must be claimed with a single deposit.
The maximum bonus given to any player is $1,000.
Bonus will be credited instantly.
Bonus may not be used for sports wagering.
Free Spins can only be applied to eligible game(s) specified in the offer.
Free Spins will be awarded automatically.
Once awarded, it is up to the player if/when to accept the Free Spins by choosing to play
now or later. However, Free Spins will only be available to be accepted during promotion
period stated in the offer.
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Players will have seven days from date accepted to play through all the Free Spins, otherwise
any Free Spins not used as well as any accumulated winnings from Free Spins will be
canceled.
All winnings from Free Spins will be credited as bonus funds.
Winnings from Free Spins will be credited automatically once player completes playing
through all the Free Spins.
Winnings from Free Spins may not be used for sports wagering.
This offer cannot be combined with any other offer.
Players are eligible for this welcome offer once within 30 days of a successful first deposit.
Bonus carries a 10x (ten times) wagering requirement, see below.
Winnings from Free Spins carry a 1x (one times) wagering requirement, see below.

Wagering Requirements for Bonus

The wagering requirement of 10x (ten times) the deposit + bonus must be met to convert
the bonus funds or bonus winnings to cash.
Therefore, the requirements specified above means that players have to wager 10x (ten
times) the amount of the deposit + bonus before they can withdraw any bonus funds and
bonus winnings, which will be noted under bonus balance.
Wagering requirements refer to the amount of money players stake during the betting
process, relative to the amount of the deposit + bonus - otherwise known as the amount
'turned over.'
For example, if a player were to receive a $1,000 bonus, they will then be required to place
bets to the value of $20,000 [($1,000 deposit + $1,000 bonus) x 10] before the bonus money
and bonus winnings become cashable.
Wagering Requirements for Winnings gained from Free Spins
The wagering requirement of 1x (one times) the winnings from free spins must be met to
convert the bonus funds or bonus winnings to cash.
Therefore, the requirements specified above means that players have to wager 1x (one
times) the amount of the total winnings from the free spins before they can withdraw any
bonus funds and bonus winnings, which will be noted under bonus balance.
Wagering requirements refer to the amount of money players stake during the betting
process, relative to the amount of the bonus - otherwise known as the amount 'turned over.'
For example, if a player were to win $50 from free spins, they will then be required to place
bets to the value of $50 ($50 x 1) before the bonus money and bonus winnings become
cashable.
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General Wagering Requirement
Games will contribute differently to the wagering requirements:
Slot games: 100%.
Table Games: 25%, Roulette: 25%, Blackjack: 25%, and Video Poker: 25%.
For example: a $10 bet on a slot game listed at 100% will count as a $10 bet towards
meeting the wagering requirements. A $10 bet on a game listed at 25% will count as a $2.50
bet towards meeting the wagering requirements.
All winnings made with bets from the bonus wallet will be retained in the bonus wallet until
the wagering requirements are completed.
For clarity, all winnings from bets made with cashable wallet funds (player’s own cash) are
available for the player to wager or withdraw at any time.
Player’s cashable funds (player’s own cash) is wagered first at all times, even if a cash
deposit is made before using all the bonus funds.
If a customer attempts to withdraw with any bonus balance that is active, they will be given
the choice to continue to withdraw and forfeit their existing bonus balance (which will
include any winnings made with bonus funds or a portion of bonus funds) or cancel the
withdrawal to continue playing and retain the bonus balance.
Any player that accepts to continue the withdrawal and forfeit the current bonus balance
will not be able to change this after clicking on the accept button.
If the wagering requirements are not completed within thirty days, the entire balance
(bonus + bonus winnings) will be removed.
Cancellation/Opt-Out
Players may cancel/opt-out of a promotion by contacting customer support via our Help
Center.
Upon request for cancellation, customer support will inform the player of the amount of
unrestricted funds (cashable) that will be returned and the value of restricted funds
(non-cashable) that will be removed from the player’s Internet gaming account.
If the player elects to proceed with cancellation, unrestricted funds (cashable) remaining in
the player’s Internet gaming account will be returned in accordance with the terms and
conditions.
General Terms & Conditions
This promotion is non-transferable.
Golden Nugget Casino reserves the right to cancel, terminate, modify or suspend this
promotion at any time and for any reason, including technical reasons such as but not
limited to computer viruses, bugs, tampering or technical failure.
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Risk-free and low-risk bets on any games (i.e. betting in proportions on different outcomes in
the same hand to create "action" with minimal or no risk) are considered abuse of the
promotion and will null player’s participation.
Golden Nugget Casino reserves all rights to withdraw or change this promotion at any time.
Golden Nugget Casino reserves the right to request documents of depositing method(s) and
identification prior to any bonus offer being credited to an account.
Golden Nugget Casino reserves the right to withhold bonus reward if there is reason to
suspect that a deposit is fraudulent, or that it has not been made with the intention of using
it to play real money casino games.
Golden Nugget Casino reserves the right to exclude certain players from this promotion.
Bet with your head, not over it. Gambling Problem? Call 1-800-GAMBLER.

